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ABSTRACT

Zinc-finger nucleases (ZFNs) have been used for
genome engineering in a wide variety of organisms;
however, it remains challenging to design effective
ZFNs for many genomic sequences using publicly
available zinc-finger modules. This limitation is
in part because of potential finger–finger incompati-
bility generated on assembly of modules into
zinc-finger arrays (ZFAs). Herein, we describe the
validation of a new set of two-finger modules that
can be used for building ZFAs via conventional
assembly methods or a new strategy—finger
stitching—that increases the diversity of genomic
sequences targetable by ZFNs. Instead of
assembling ZFAs based on units of the zinc-finger
structural domain, our finger stitching method uses
units that span the finger–finger interface to ensure
compatibility of neighbouring recognition helices.
We tested this approach by generating and char-
acterizing eight ZFAs, and we found their DNA-
binding specificities reflected the specificities of
the component modules used in their construction.
Four pairs of ZFNs incorporating these ZFAs
generated targeted lesions in vivo, demonstrating
that stitching yields ZFAs with robust recognition
properties.

INTRODUCTION

Zinc-finger nucleases (ZFNs) are chimeric fusions between
a programmable zinc-finger array (ZFA) and the nuclease

domain of FokI (1). These artificial nucleases are powerful
tools for genome modification, as they can generate a
site-specific double-strand break (DSB) within the
genome to promote a number of different types of
genome editing (2,3). ZFNs can disrupt the function of a
protein-coding gene when an imprecisely repaired DSB
creates a frameshift in the coding sequence (2,3). These
DSBs can also be used for the introduction of tailor-made
changes to the genome by dramatically stimulating the
rate of homologous recombination at a locus with an ex-
ogenously supplied donor DNA (2,3). ZFNs have been
used in a variety of model and non-model organisms to
facilitate reverse genetic approaches to study gene
function or construct disease models for analysis (3–8).
Engineered nucleases also have potential application as
gene therapy-based therapeutics (9–15), where the first of
these reagents are now in advanced clinical trials for treat-
ment of AIDS (16).
The use of ZFNs has primarily been limited by the ease

with which ZFAs can be created to selectively target a
desired genomic region. Excluding purchase from com-
mercial sources, selection-based approaches provide the
most reliable method for creating ZFAs with novel
DNA-binding specificity (17–23). Bacterial-based selection
systems have somewhat simplified the process of creating
ZFAs with novel specificity (24–26), but these systems still
require effort on the part of end-users to generate func-
tional constructs. Many zinc-finger proteins bind to DNA
in an apparently modular fashion (27–32). Based on this
supposition, a comprehensive archive of single-finger
modules should enable the ready assembly of any
multi-finger ZFA, where the resultant recognition site is
a composite of the specificities of the incorporated finger
modules (31,33–35). Using this approach, many
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laboratories have generated ZFAs for incorporation into
ZFNs (36–43). However, success rates with such
modularly assembled ZFNs have typically been modest
(<30%) (39–41). The inconsistency in these systems
could reflect insufficient specificity or affinity of the
modules within the published archives (44), or incompati-
bility between the assembled fingers, which has been
dubbed ‘context-dependent effects’ (17,28,31,45). The
primary source of this incompatibility likely resides with
mismatched residues at the finger–finger interface that
degrade or alter specificity (41) in some cases because of
recognition overlap between neighbouring fingers
(30,46–48).
The impact of interface incompatibility can be reduced

by limiting the number of unproven finger–finger inter-
faces that are generated during assembly (2). The use of
two-finger modules for ZFA assembly reduces, but does
not eliminate, the number of unproven interfaces (49–51).
Unproven interfaces can be eliminated entirely through
the context-dependent assembly (CoDA) of two-finger
modules, where three-finger ZFAs are constructed from
two-finger units with a common overlapping central
finger (52). CoDA-generated ZFNs have favourable
success rates (�50%) in vivo; however, the vast majority
of the modules that have been tested as ZFNs recognize
NG-type (gnNGnn) dinucleotide junctions at the finger–
finger interface, which are well understood and, therefore,
are not the limiting interface for the expansion of ZFN
targeting density. Moreover, some of the CoDA modules
assigned to target non-NG junctions actually prefer NG
junction sequences (50).
Recently, we described the selection of two-finger

modules recognizing GRNNYG dinucleotide junctions
using our bacterial one-hybrid (B1H) system (50). This
approach focused on randomizing the recognition
residues at the finger–finger interface in a library of
two-finger modules to select optimal modules for each
target sequence. The specificity of the selected modules
was, subsequently, validated to identify modules with
the most favourable recognition properties. Additional
mutagenesis expanded the breadth of this archive to
contain modules spanning 162 six base pair target sites
that can be used together or in conjunction with other
single-finger archives (41) for the assembly of ZFAs.
This archive expands the current collection of publicly
available two-finger modules, in particular those that rec-
ognize non-NG interfaces. However, their assembly into
larger ZFAs remains predicated on the concatenation of
modules at dinucleotide junctions that have well-defined
sequence preferences (e.g. GK or AN) (50). Appropriate
interface residues for many of the other dinucleotide junc-
tions remain poorly defined. Moreover, based on our
analysis of zinc-finger specificity, it seems that the appro-
priate choice of these recognition residues can be impacted
by the identity of the residues at position+3 in each finger
(Gupta and Wolfe, unpublished results), confirming the
complexity in zinc-finger–DNA recognition that has
been observed in other mutagenesis studies (45,53,54).
Most ZFA-assembly methods use finger archives

composed of single- or multi-finger modules, where these
units are delimited by the structural motif of the zinc

finger. However, if finger–finger interfaces represent
critical grammar for the successful assembly of functional
ZFAs, then construction units wherein this most dynamic
feature of recognition is fixed may yield higher success
rates. This type of assembly approach has been used in
the construction of three-finger ZFAs from 1.5 finger
modules by Choo and colleagues (19), where an
intervening phage display selection step could be used to
optimize the recognition properties of the assembled pro-
teins. We extended this approach by choosing units of
assembly with fixed elements of overlap, such that an add-
itional selection is not required, and ZFAs containing any
number of fingers could be assembled if complementary
monomeric units were present in the archive. Moreover,
this method allows the construction of hybrid fingers with
novel specificity that is not present within the archive. To
serve as an initial archive for this assembly approach, we
selected a set of GANNAG two-finger modules that can
be assembled into ZFAs either through the standard
modular-assembly or via finger ‘stitching’. We demo-
nstrated that ZFAs assembled through either method
function robustly as ZFNs when assembled into nucleases.
These results highlight the advantage of using defined
finger–finger interfaces for the construction of artificial
ZFAs.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Animal husbandry

Zebrafish were handled according to established protocols
(55) and in accordance with Institutional Animal Care and
Use Committee (IACUC) guidelines of the University of
Massachusetts Medical School.

2F-library construction

The two-finger (2F) library was designed with scheme
RSDNLXX XXXNLTR, using codons
VNS(+5)VNS(+6) NNW(�1)NNW(+1)NNW(+2) (V: A/
C/G, N:A/C/G/T, S:G/C and W:A/T) for the five
randomized residues. 2F-libraries were constructed as pre-
viously described (50). Briefly, individual F1 and F2
libraries were independently constructed via cassette mu-
tagenesis of annealed randomized oligonucleotides into
pBluescript vector containing the appropriate zinc finger
backbone derived from Zif268. The 2F-library was con-
structed from these single-finger libraries by overlapping
polymerase chain reaction (PCR) assembly. This
2F-library was then ligated into the B1H expression
vector 1352-omega-UV2 between unique BssHII and
Acc65I restriction enzyme sites, such that the o-subunit
of the RNA polymerase is fused at the N-terminus of the
two zinc fingers, and the Engrailed homeodomain follows
the fingers at the C-terminus (Figure 1). After electropor-
ation into bacterial cells, 1� 108 cells (five times the
theoretical size of the library) were plated on ten 2xYT–
carbenicillin plates (150� 15mm) and grown at 37�C for
14 h. 1352-omega-UV2 plasmids containing the 2F-library
were isolated from pooled surviving colonies and used for
selections.
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Zinc-finger binding site cloning and 2F-module
B1H selections

The 16 GANNAG zinc-finger binding sites (ggccTAATT
ACCTGANNAGGacg) were cloned between the EcoRI
and NotI sites in the pH3U3-mcs reporter vector (57). The
homeodomain (Engrailed) binding site TAATTA
(underlined) is present 3 bp away and on the strand
opposite to the zinc-finger binding site to minimize any
interference between the homeodomain and the zinc
fingers. Selections for 2F-modules were performed as
described previously (50). The zinc-finger library (20 ng)
and the reporter vector (1 mg) containing the zinc-finger
target site were co-transformed via electroporation in the
selection strain that lacks endogenous expression of the
o-subunit of RNA polymerase (US0DhisBDpyrFDrpoZ).
The 2� 107 co-transformed cells were plated on selective
NM minimal medium plates containing different concen-
trations of competitive inhibitor (3-aminotriazole; 3-AT)
and inducer (isopropyl-b-D-thiogalactoside; IPTG) and
grown at 37�C until a moderate number of colonies were
visible. Selections were performed under different
stringencies for each target site by varying 3-AT or
IPTG concentration to achieve about surviving 1000
colonies per plate. In some instances, it was necessary to
further increase stringency by adjusting the strength of the
binding site. This was accomplished by altering either the
engrailed binding site from canonical sequence TAATTA
to mutant sequence TAATGC or the 6 bp 2-finger module
target site from GANNAG to TANNAG. Post-selection,
2F-modules from eight surviving colonies of various sizes
(typically four large, two medium and two small) were
sequenced to identify functional amino acid sequences
for further evaluation. The success of the selection was
judged by the diversity of sequences obtained from these
selections, with the expectation that successful selections
will converge on a small number of functional residues at
the critical recognition positions.

Cloning B1H-selected 2F modules into 3F F1-GCG
constructs

To determine the binding specificities of 2F-modules, a
‘GCG’ binding anchor zinc finger (recognition helix:
RSDTLAR) was fused at the N-terminus of the
2F-module via overlapping PCR. After overlapping
PCR, the 3F-ZFA was cloned into 1352-omega-UV2
vector between the Acc65I and BamHI sites for expression
as an omega fusion.

Constrained variation-B1H method

To determine binding site specificities of 2F-modules, the
constrained variation-B1H assay was performed as
described previously (56). After transformation into the se-
lection strain, 1� 106 cells containing the zinc-finger
plasmid (1352-omega-UV2-ZFP) and the 6 bp randomized
binding site library plasmid (pH3U3) were plated on select-
ive NM minimal medium plates (100� 15mm) containing
50 mM of IPTG and 1 or 2mM of 3-AT and grown at 37�C
for 22–30 h. The surviving colonies were pooled, and the
binding site plasmid was isolated for identification of the

functional DNA sequences. The binding site region was
PCR amplified, barcoded and sequenced via Illumina
sequencing, and then binding specificities were determined
from these data using the log-odds method (50,56,58).

Creating multi-finger ZFPs

All stitching finger ZFPs and six-finger traditional-
modular-assembly ZFPs were created by gene synthesis
through Genscript USA (Piscatacwa, NJ, USA) or
Invitrogen (Calsbad, CA, USA). In some cases, the speci-
ficity of the two-finger module was adjusted from
GDNNMG to GDNNMA by altering the residues at pos-
itions �1, 1 and 2 in the N-terminal cap from RSD to
QRG (50). The traditional-modular-assembly four- or
five-finger ZFPs were created based on existing six-finger
ZFPs by PCR amplification of the desired finger subsets.
These ZFPs were flanked by Acc65I/BamHI sites to facili-
tate the cloning of these ZFPs into 1352-omega-UV2
vector for B1H-binding site selection or pCS2-DD or
RR vectors for creating ZFNs for activity assay.

B1H-binding site selections using the 28 bp library

The selections for 3F and 4F ZFAs were performed as
previously described (41,58). The 1–5� 107 US0 selection
strain cells co-transformed with the 1352-omega-UV2
ZFA expression plasmid and the 28 bp pH3U3 library
plasmid were plated on NM minimal medium selective
plates lacking uracil and containing 3-AT (2.5, 5 or
10mM) as the competitor and grown at 37�C for 36–
72 h. The number of surviving bacterial colonies on each
plate was estimated, and then these colonies were pooled,
and the population of recovered DNA sequences was
determined via Illumina sequencing. Unique sequences
were ranked based on the number of recovered reads.
From this list, an overrepresented sequence motif was
determined with MEME (59,60) using as input the
number of unique sequences from the top of the list that
correspond to the estimated number of colonies on the
selection plate (typically >1000).

ZFN injections and lesion analysis

For gene targeting in zebrafish, ZFAs were cloned in pCS2
vectors containing the DD/RR obligate heterodimer
version of the FokI nuclease domain (61,62). pCS2–ZFN
constructs were linearized with NotI, and mRNA was
transcribed using the Message Machine SP6 kit from
Ambion. ZFN mRNAs were injected into the blastomere
of one-cell-stage zebrafish embryos as previously
described (24). ZFN-injected embryos (8–30) with
normal appearance and uninjected embryos were collected
24 h post-fertilization (h.p.f.) and incubated in 50mM of
NaOH (15 ml/embryo) for 15min at 95�C to isolate
genomic DNA and then neutralized with 0.5M of Tris–
HCl (4ml/embryo). The DNA solution was centrifuged for
1min at 13 000 r.p.m., and supernatant was taken for
lesion analysis. For initial validation of ZFN activity,
the region flanking the ZFN target site was amplified
using the Phire Hot Start DNA Polymerase (New
England Biolabs), and restriction fragment length
polymorphism (RFLP) analysis or T7 Endonuclease I
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(or T7E1, New England Biolabs) assay was performed
(39,63). For T7E1 assay, The PCR products were
denatured and re-annealed using the following program:
95�C for 180 s, 85�C for 20 s, 75�C for 20 s, 65�C for 20 s,
55�C for 20 s, 45�C for 20 s, 35�C for 20 s and 25�C for 20 s
with a 0.1�C/s decrease rate in between steps. This allows
the hybridization of mutant and wild-type DNA strands
to form duplex DNA, which then can be detected by T7E1
nuclease assay. After re-annealing, 10 ml of the products
were then treated with 2U of T7E1 for 1 h in the presence
of NEB buffer 2. The T7E1 treated and untreated DNA
was then subjected to electrophoresis on 3% agarose gel
(Ultra pure 1000, Invitrogen). The gel images were
analysed using ImageJ, and lesion rate was calculated as
described previously (64).

Transfection of ZFNs in HEK 293T cells

Low passage HEK 293T cells were plated in 12-well plates
overnight, such that they were 75% confluent the next
day. Transfection was performed using TransIt-LT1
(Mirus Bio) according to the manufacturer’s protocol
with 1 mg of total DNA made up of 40% for each ZFN
and 20% of a GFP transfection-efficiency reporter. Cells
were passaged once to a larger plate and harvested �3
days post-transfection by lysis in QuickExtract
(EpiCentre) solution using 150 ml per million cells before
PCR amplification of the ZFN cut sites.

LacZa blue–white assay

To further determine the types of the mutations induced
by the ZFNs in the zebrafish or human cell genome, we
also cloned the target fragments, such that they generate a
sequence lacking stop codons in-frame with LacZa gene
on pBluescript-KS(-) vector between XbaI and KpnI sites.
The lengths of the target fragments cloned were between
60 and 90 bp, such that it would have minimal impact on
the function of the translated LacZ peptide in the
a-complementation assay using XL1-Blue Escherichia
coli cell (the amplicons were chosen, such that there are
no stop codons in the reading frame). The small indels
induced by the ZFN through non-homologous end
joining (NHEJ) pathway would disrupt the reading
frame of the LacZa on the pBluescript-KS (-) vector, so
that there is no functional LacZa peptide produced and
consequently no active b-galactosidase. E. coli colonies
harbouring such fragments seem to be white on plates
containing X-gal and IPTG. On the other hand, colonies
containing wild-type sequence without indels would
produce active LacZa peptide and appear to be blue
colonies on these plates. The identities of the sequence
(or the types of the lesions) are then identified through
sequencing the inserts from white colonies.

RESULTS

Selection of two-finger modules recognizing GANNAG
target sites

Leveraging our previous success in selecting functional
two-finger modules recognizing GRNNYG sites using

the B1H system (50), we used a similar two-stage
approach for the identification of modules targeting
GANNAG sites (Figure 1). In the first stage, modules
complementary to each of the 16 GANNAG interfaces
were selected from a two-finger library that consists of
�2� 107 variants, where positions +5 and +6 of the
N-terminal finger and positions �1, +1 and +2 of the
C-terminal finger were randomized. The other recognition
positions within the fingers were fixed, where Asn is
present at position+3 of each finger to mediate Adenine
recognition. The stringency of the selection conditions for
each target site was optimized to obtain a few hundred
surviving colonies on each selection plate to restrict
survival to the most favourable fingers for target
recognition.

The resulting pools of selected modules for the sixteen
gANNAg target sites trended towards a consensus
sequence (Figure 2, Supplementary Table S1).
Comparison of these recovered sequences with clones re-
covered from the corresponding gANNCg selections (50)
reveals the complexity inherent in recognition at the
finger–finger interface. Fundamentally, the two-finger
libraries used in these selections differed at only a single
position (either Thr or Asn present at position +3 of
Finger 1), yet in some cases, this led to a dramatic differ-
ence in the recovered residues at the interface positions.
Some of the dinucleotide junctions, in particular those for
the AN-type junctions, result in the recovery of similar
finger interface residues in both the ANNA and ANNC
selections. However, others, in particular those for the
CN-type junctions, result in the recovery of different
residue sets at the finger–finger interface from each
library. This disparity alludes to the presence of context-
dependent effects at the finger-finger interface.

Identification of two-finger modules preferring each
dinucleotide junction

To identify two-finger modules with the most favourable
recognition properties for each GANNAG dinucleotide
junction, we analysed their DNA-binding specificity
using the B1H system (41,57). We objectively selected a
small number of clones from each recovered pool for ana-
lysis. The DNA-binding specificity of each module was
characterized as a three-finger ZFA by appending a
single finger recognizing a ‘GCG’ triplet to the
N-terminus. In this context, each two-finger module was
characterized using a reporter system containing a six base
pair randomized binding site library flanking the finger 1
recognition sequence (50,56) (Figure 1B). Recovered
binding sites from the randomized library for each
two-finger module were pooled and then characterized
by Illumina sequencing to determine the preferred recog-
nition motif. Using this approach, we characterized 77
candidate two-finger modules to identify those with the
strongest preference for each of the 16 GANNAG di-
nucleotide junctions (Supplementary Figure S1). Based
on this analysis, we have identified modules that are com-
patible with each of the 16 dinucleotide junctions
(Figure 3; Supplementary Table S2). For 14 of these
modules, the desired dinucleotide junction is the most
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prevalent sequence recovered in the binding site selections,
although in some cases, the preference for this sequence
is only modest. For the two remaining junctions
(gaACag & gaCCag), we identified modules that recognize
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the intended target site as the second and third most
preferred site, respectively. These modules constitute
our validated GANNAG archive for ZFA assembly.

Demonstrating the functionality of the GANNAG
two-finger modules

The validated GANNAG two-finger modules expand our
existing archives (41,50) for generating ZFAs via modular
assembly. To demonstrate the functionality of these new
modules, we generated ZFNs via a traditional modular
assembly approach for three targets (IRS2, met and
sim1a) in the zebrafish genome, where each ZFA incorp-
orates at least one new GANNAG module (Figure 4). In
some cases, the specificity of the two-finger module was
adjusted from GANNAG to GANNAA by altering the
residues (from RSD to QRG) in the N-terminal cap (50).
These targets were chosen, such that six-finger ZFAs can
be constructed for each half site providing the opportunity
to compare the activity of four-, five- and six-finger

proteins (Supplementary Table S3). In two of these
ZFAs, we used a recently described THPRAPIPKP
linker between fingers from Sangamo BioSciences that
allows a single base pair to be skipped between intervening
modules (65).

ZFNs containing these ZFAs were tested as pairs of
four-, five- or six-finger proteins for each target site in
zebrafish embryos. Dose response curves were used to
identify an optimal concentration of ZFN mRNA for
each target. This initial survey revealed that all of the
met ZFNs were highly toxic to embryos. Based on this
analysis, each ZFN dose was calibrated to a level where
�50% of the embryos developed normally at 24 h.p.f..
ZFN-injected normal embryos were subsequently
analysed for lesions by T7 Endonuclease I (T7EI)
analysis of PCR products spanning the target site
(39,63) (Supplementary Figure S2). This revealed that
the IRS2 and sim1a ZFNs were active, whereas the met1
ZFNs showed minimal activity (Figure 4). Interestingly
the IRS2 and sim1a ZFNs displayed opposite trends

RSDNLRV QLI NLTR

RSDNLKR LKY NLTR RSDNLQS FRTNLTRRSDNLRV HSS NLTR

RSDNLRT RSD NLTRRSDNLVR RFD NLTRRSDNLKQ RNS NLTR

RSDNLRT DHS NLTR

RSDNLRT QRS NLTR

RSDNLKR DKS NLTR

RSDNLKR QRN NLTRRSDNLKV QKP NLTR

RSDNLKR DPS NLTRRSDNLKT DPA NLTR

RSDNLKV RKG NLTR

RSDNLKD ARG NLTR

F1 F2 F1 F2 F1 F2 F1 F2

F1 F2 F1 F2 F1 F2 F1 F2

F1 F2 F1 F2 F1 F2 F1 F2

F1 F2 F1 F2 F1 F2 F1 F2

Figure 3. DNA binding specificities of the two-finger GANNAG modules with the most favourable specificity for each of the 16 different dinucleo-
tide junctions. The DNA binding specificities were determined using B1H system (Supplementary Figure S1), and the sequence logo at the 2-bp
interface is shown. Amino acid residues at positions �1 to +6 of the recognition helix of each finger are shown. The five amino acid residues
recovered in the ANNA interface selection are indicated in bold font.
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with regards to activity and finger number. The IRS2
ZFNs had the greatest activity with the longer ZFAs,
whereas the sim1a ZFNs displayed the opposite trend.

Stitching together ZFAs with novel DNA
binding specificity

These newly characterized two-finger modules expand the
archive of modules for generating ZFNs via traditional
modular assembly (50). In addition these newly identified
two-finger modules can serve as building blocks for a
novel ZFA assembly method: finger stitching
(Figure 5A). This new strategy takes advantage of a
common feature of the two-finger modules targeting
GANNAG interfaces. Each finger contains an asparagine
(Asn) at position +3 of the recognition helix that recog-
nizes A2 and A5 of the ‘G1A2N3N4A5G6’ 6-bp target site
(Figure 1A). We envisioned that the two Asn residues
might serve as bookends for the selected interface
residues recognizing the dinucleotide junction N3N4 and
thereby preserve their DNA binding specificity on incorp-
oration into multi-finger proteins. Thus, in this approach,
ZFAs are assembled by joining interfaces from compatible
two-finger modules that share identical residues at the+3
position to create large arrays. For example, a three-finger
protein recognizing a sequence GAN3N4AN6N7AG would
be constructed from two two-finger modules recognizing
GAN3N4AG and GAN6N7AG, where the bold A indi-
cates the position of recognition overlap. Because our pre-
viously selected GANNCG modules also contain Asn at
position+3 within the C-terminal finger of the two-finger
module, these can be incorporated to generate ZFAs
recognizing GAN3N4AN6N7CG target sites. In addition,

   CGGCTTCTC

GTCCTGCTGGTCcacctgGACTATCAGGTA
CAGGACGACCAGgtggacCTGATAGTCCATcol17a1a

TTGATACTTTTCagggtGATGACTATGAA
AACTATGAAAAGtcccaCTACTGATACTThebp2

tgtggACAGATAATGCA
   GANNANNCA

   GAAGAAGAG
   GANNANNAG

acaccTGTCTATTACGTabcc8

CTGTGGTTGGTCagaaaGATAAGCCAGTT
GACACCAACCAGtctttCTATTCGGTCAABRCA1

A

B

C

Module #1Module #1 Module #2 Module #3 Module #2 Module #3

Traditional  Modular Assembly

Composite Recognition Site

“Stitching” Assembly

GANNAG GANNAG GANNAG
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Composite Recognition Site
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Figure 5. ‘Finger stitching’ for ZFA assembly using GANNAG
modules. (A) Schematic comparison of the traditional modular
assembly approach (left) with our stitching approach (right). Instead
of assembling whole finger units, stitching assembles segments between
the+3 positions of the neighbouring recognition helices and then caps
these at the N- and C- terminus (N-cap and C-cap). Two additional
components extend the targetable sequences: the ability to incorporate
GANNCG modules as the last unit in a stitched array, and the use of
an alternate N-cap specific for a 30 adenine (50), which allows the final
specified base to be either G or A depending on the choice of the
N-cap. (B) Target sites for the four pairs of ‘stitched’ ZFNs, where
the binding site for each monomer is indicated in capital letters and
the recognition element of the three or four finger stitched ZFA is
boxed in red on the primary recognition strand. In some cases, a
ZFA contains three stitched fingers and one additional single-finger
module. For the abcc8 target site, the composite recognition site for
the stitched portion of the array is indicated above or below the
primary recognition sequence, where the arrow denotes the 50–30 orien-
tation. (C) To assess the quality of ZFAs generated through this
approach, we assembled three-finger stitched ZFAs spanning portions
of the target site and determined their DNA binding specificities using
the B1H system. The recognition helices for these fingers are indicated
to the left of the target sites, where the positions of the stitched fingers
are boxed in red. The segments of the stitched fingers that arise from a
common 2F-module share a common colour. Likewise, the positions of
the dinucleotide junctions between fingers in the recognition motifs for
these fingers are boxed in red, and the subsites recognized by the
stitched finger segments are differentially coloured.

GCCATCCAACTTTTCACAgaacaaGACTAGCAGaGACATGTTGIRS2

ACCCTAATCCGAGCCACAcagcaGATGATCAAaGAGGAGGAAsim1a

CTCCTCCTGCTCCTGATCgctgtGTTTGTTTGGATCAAGAGmet

Single Finger

1bp skip linker

GRNNCR

GANNAR Target Lesion rate in vvivo (%)g
gene 4 finger 

ZFNs
5 finger 
ZFNs

6 finger 
ZFNs

IRS2 1.6 0 9.0

met 0 0 0.7

sim1a 11.9 3.2 1.2

Figure 4. Schematic representation of the three pairs of ZFNs target-
ing IRS2, met and sim1a. Only the six-finger constructs are shown.
Finger number was reduced by progressively removing fingers from
the N-terminus of these constructs. The positions of two-finger
modules (GANNAG) described herein or fingers from other archives
[GRNNCG (50) and single fingers (41)] within these ZFAs are
indicated, as is the position of the THPRAPIPKP linker that allows
a single base pair (underlined lowercase base) to be skipped between
intervening modules (65). The efficiency of lesion generation in
zebrafish embryos by these ZFAs as a function of the number of
fingers is indicated in the chart, where red highlights indicate the
high toxicity of the met ZFNs.
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we have developed an alternate N-terminal cap that is
specific for adenine (50); consequently, the 30-most base
recognized by a stitched array can be G or A depending on
the N-cap that is used. Similarly, the finger stitching can
be used to create ZFPs of any desired length by extending
the array through the overlap of additional modules off
either terminus.
To demonstrate that this novel assembly approach can

create functional ZFAs and ZFNs, we chose three target
genes (abcc8, col17a1a and hebp2) in the zebrafish genome
containing ZFN sites that could be targeted using
‘stitched’ ZFAs, and where these target sites contain
non-NG interfaces within the stitched fingers
(Figure 5B). We also designed a pair of ZFNs for a
human target gene, BRCA1, applying the same criteria.
Genes encoding these ZFAs were generated by gene syn-
thesis, where canonical TG(E/Q)KP linkers were used to
connect all fingers in these arrays. As a first step in
validating this approach, we determined the DNA
binding specificities of these ZFAs in the B1H system
using a randomized 28 bp library (41,50). Because our
28 bp library (�108 unique members) can more effectively
sample all possible recognition sequences for a three-finger
than four-finger ZFA, we determined the DNA binding
specificities of three-finger subsets for many of these ZFAs
to provide a clearer assessment of their specificity. The
determined DNA-binding specificities demonstrate in
many cases that ZFAs assembled using the stitching
method recognize their intended target sites with reason-
able fidelity both at the dinucleotide junction sequences
and the neighbouring adenines (Figure 5C and
Supplementary Figure S3). However, there are instances
where the dinucleotide preference is more degenerate in
the stitched fingers than observed in the parent modules
(e.g. abcc8-3p, Supplementary Figure S3), suggesting that
in some cases, these assemblies are influenced by
context-dependent effects.

Stitched ZFAs yield functional ZFNs

Given the favourable specificity of the stitched ZFAs, we
evaluated their functionality as ZFNs. For each of the
ZFNs targeting the zebrafish genomic sites, the optimal
mRNA concentration was determined via a dose
response curve as previously described, and ZFN
activity was assessed at the optimal dose in healthy
embryos at 24 h.p.f. The activity of the BRCA1 ZFNs
was assessed by transfection of expression plasmids
encoding these ZFNs into HEK 293T cells. Genomic
DNA was harvested 64 h after transfection for lesion ana-
lysis. For all samples, lesion rates were determined by en-
zymatic digestion of PCR products spanning the target
region (either T7EI or site-specific restriction enzyme)
relative to untreated control samples. All four ZFN
pairs induced lesions at frequencies between 1 and
11.4% (Table 1 and Supplementary Figures S4–S7),
where the lesion sequences were consistent with the types
of mutations expected for ZFN activity (Supplementary
Figure S8).

DISCUSSION

Although ZFN technology has been successfully used in a
multitude of systems for genomic modification (2,3), one
of the major barriers in adoption is the need for a simple
approach to generate functional ZFNs for nearly any
target site. Traditional-modular-assembly of ZFAs, al-
though becoming more facile as the quality of the finger
archives improves, still suffers from either moderate
success rates (39–41,51) or moderate targeting density
(50). The functional assembly of these units is complicated
by the influence of context-dependent effects at the finger–
finger interface (17,28,31,41,45). The CoDA method
described by the Zinc Finger Consortium bypasses this
problem by using two separate archives of two-finger
modules that share common N-terminal or C-terminal
fingers, which permits the assembly of three-finger
proteins through overlap at these common units (52).
Although straightforward, this system is inherently
limited to the creation of three-finger ZFAs, which can
restrict the precision of these ZFNs in complex
metazoan genomes, and assessment of its modules has
focused on ZFAs recognizing NG-type junctions
(Supplementary Table S4). We have sought to bypass
this limitation through the development of a new
assembly method wherein finger–finger interface units
provide the grammar for assembly, which ensures that
the finger–finger interface is always compatible. We
assembled four ZFN pairs using this stitching approach
focused on ZFAs that contain non-NG junctions at the
finger recognition sequences. Remarkably, the specificity
of the modules comprising these ZFAs on assembly was
generally preserved when compared with the determined
specificities of the primary two-finger modules that
compose the archive. Moreover, all of these ZFNs were
functional when tested in zebrafish or in human cells,
demonstrating that this approach can produce ZFAs
that can function in the context of a complex genome.

We believe that the success of this stitching approach
stems primarily from using the+3 positions to demarcate
the units of assembly. The recognition preference of
residues is probably best understood for the +3 position
in canonically binding fingers (54). Obviously, our
stitching approach ignores potential context-dependent
effects along each recognition helix that is splinted
together from two different modules. For example, if
one considers position +3 as a pivot point for the
docking of the zinc finger within the major groove, the
length and bulk of the residues at the flanking recognition
positions (�1 and +6) may influence the geometry of

Table 1. Lesion rates for ‘stitched’ ZFNs

Target gene Lesion rate in vivo (%)

abcc8 1.1
col17a1a 11.4
hebp2 2.8
brca1* 2.7

*In 293T cells.
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finger binding, which could lead to sub-optimal recogni-
tion in some instances for stitched fingers. Thus, we do not
expect that this new methodology will be completely free
of complications, but we anticipate that it will perform
favourably when compared with the traditional modular
assembly approach by minimizing the incompatibility of
fingers that are joined together.

Our strategy is adapted from the 1.5-finger assembly
method described by Isalan et al. (19); however, their
strategy focused solely on the assembly of three-finger
ZFAs and used selection in many cases to generate a func-
tional three-finger protein. Our approach does not require
selection and can be adapted for the creation of ZFAs of
any desired length. One limitation of our approach is the
requirement for a suitable archive of two-finger modules
that can be used for targeting the desired DNA sequence.
Currently, our archive is limited to the GANNAG and
GANNCG two-finger modules, but this set can be
readily expanded through the selection of additional
archives of modules or by co-opting two-finger modules
with good specificity from archives that have been
generated for other systems (39,52). Although the avail-
able archive for this assembly is currently somewhat
sparse, subsets of stitched modules can be combined
through standard modular assembly with one- and two-
finger units from existing archives to broaden the se-
quences that can be readily targeted.

To facilitate the discovery of ZFN target sites that are
accessible using this approach, we have modified our
existing website for the identification of ZFN target sites
within a user-input sequence element (http://pgfe.
umassmed.edu/ZFPmodularsearchV2.html) to include
the incorporation of stitched finger sets or subsets within
a ZFA. The Web interface ranks a set of target sites based
on the quality of the ZFA that can be assembled and
outputs the amino acid and DNA sequence for the
ZFAs to facilitate their creation through gene synthesis.
This new assembly method coupled with the standard
modular assembly approach increases the density of
ZFN target sites in the zebrafish genome to approximately
one every 110 bp, where 98% of the protein coding genes
have a ZFN target site (Supplementary Table S5). The
number of target sites that are accessible could be
greatly expanded through the creation of additional
two-finger module archives, where it should be readily
feasible to generate a validated set of all 256 possible
GNNNNG units allowing virtually any site to be
targeted by varying the number of fingers and the spacer
between ZFN binding sites.

Although our new archive of modules and our new
assembly method increases the density of ZFN target
sites, our zinc finger-based systems do not have the flexi-
bility in targeting that has recently been demonstrated
with the Transcription Activator-Like Effector Nuclease
(TALEN)-based platform (63,66–69). However, ZFNs
remain an important platform for targeted genomic
editing that may have advantages over TALENs for
certain applications, in particular therapeutics. Because
each zinc finger recognizes three base pairs as opposed
to one base pair for each TALE module (70–73), ZFNs
are inherently more compact than TALENs. Thus, for

nuclease-based gene therapy applications using viral
delivery systems (74), ZFNs constitute a more compact
cargo than TALENs, and as such, they may prove to be
more amenable to use in certain settings.

SUPPLEMENTARY DATA

Supplementary Data are available at NAR Online:
Supplementary Tables 1–5 and Supplementary Figures
1–8.
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